Simulation of transient infrared spectra of a photoswitchable peptide.
In transient infrared (IR) experiments, a molecular system may be photoexcited in a nonstationary conformational state, whose time evolution is monitored via IR spectroscopy with high temporal and structural resolution. As a theoretical formulation of these experiments, this work derives explicit expressions for transient one- and two-dimensional IR spectra and discusses various levels of approximation and sampling strategies. Adopting a photoswitchable octapeptide in water as a representative example, nonequilibrium molecular dynamics simulations are performed and the photoinduced conformational dynamics and associated IR spectra are discussed in detail. Interestingly, it is found that the time scales of dynamics and spectra may differ from residue to residue by up to an order of magnitude. Considering merely the cumulative spectrum of all residues, the contributions of the individual residues largely compensate each other, which may explain the surprisingly small frequency shifts and short photoproduct rise times found in experiment. Even when a localized amide I mode is probed (e.g., via isotope labeling), the vibrational frequency shift is shown to depend in a complicated way on the conformation of the entire peptide as well as on the interaction with the solvent. In this context, various issues concerning the interpretation of transient IR spectra and conformational dynamics in terms of a few exponential time scales are discussed.